AA BATTERY INSTALLATION
Remove the battery cap by turning the battery retainer knob in a counter-clockwise direction until a stop occurs. Insert the batteries into the battery compartment according to the battery symbology on the side of the compartment. Replace the battery cap and secure by turning the battery retainer knob in a clockwise direction.

ON/OFF POWER SWITCH
To activate the unit set it to the “ON” position by turning the power knob counterclockwise until a “click” is sounded. Visually check that unit has power by viewing a scene through the eyepiece.

EYEPIECE FOCUS RING ADJUSTMENT
The NIGHT HAWK has an adjustable eyepiece with a range of +2 to -5 diopters and a 30mm eye relief to accommodate various users. Rotate the eyepiece ring clockwise or counterclockwise to sharpen the reticle in the display.

RANGE FOCUS KNOB
The optics of the NIGHTHAWK can be adjusted to view scenes at a range of distances. By turning the range focus knob clockwise or counter-clockwise the lens can be adjusted to focus distant objects from 82 ft (25 m) to infinity.

RETICLE BRIGHTNESS
Turn the NIGHT HAWK to the “ON” position. Look through the eyepiece so that a scene is visible. Turn the reticle brightness knob in a counter-clockwise direction to increase the brightness.

ELEVATION ADJUSTMENT SCREW
Turning the screw (marked “DN” for down) clockwise moves the point of impact up. Each click (0.2 mR) of adjustment moves the point of impact 0.688 MOA.

WINDAGE ADJUSTMENT SCREW
Turning the screw (marked “RT” for right) counter-clockwise moves the point of impact to the right. Each click (0.2 mR) of adjustment moves the point of impact 0.688 Minutes of Angle (MOA).

CAUTION:
OPERATION IN HIGH LIGHT CONDITIONS CAN DAMAGE THE UNIT. INSTALL THE LENS CAP WITH BUILT-IN PINHOLE APERTURE FOR DAYLIGHT USE.